Abstract-The performance of digital cameras depends not only on the accuracy of methods of restoration of missed color samples (demosaicking) for a given color filter array, but also from spatial configuration of color sensors in the color filter array (CFA) itself. This paper considers three different color filter array (CFA) patterns; the established (2 by 2) Bayer pattern, the 3 by 2 (6-sample) and the 3 by 3 diagonal Bayer CFA. One difficulty in comparing the different schemes is the influence of the demosaicking algorithm on the result. In order to remove this dependence we propose three methods of comparison. They are (a) measuring widowed averages of colors on large areas (b) visual comparison of interference between regular patterns of images and CFA, and (c) utilization of one layer neural networks to build demosaicking algorithm for selected color filter arrays. A substantial image database comprising 1338 images has been used to experimentally validate the different patterns.
INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the Bayer color filter array [1] in 1975 digital photography has seen dramatic progress. This progress has converted digital photography from an exclusive tool available only to the aerospace industry to widespread everyday use in consumer digital photo cameras. One feature of digital photography which has remained almost unchanged throughout the decades is the layout of color components in the photo-sensitive array. The de-facto standard is the Bayer color filter array which is proven to be technologically feasible and robust enough for wide variety of applications. Although alternatives are available on the market (such as Foveon CFA) their widespread uptake has been suppressed due to technological difficulties in production which lead to increased costs of the produced electronic chips. The Bayer color array was based on knowledge of human visual perception available at that time and is consistent with the theory of YUV color space. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate an optimal distribution of color components in a color filter array where the YUV model is not assumed. In this paper several alternative color patterns will be compared and appropriate performance metrics will be introduced.
SELECTING COLOR PATTERNS FOR EVALUATION
Since there are an infinite number of possible color filter layouts it is necessary to select a small number of candidates for further evaluation. The selection of suitable patterns from all the possible configurations is a complex task which is not described in detail here, however the constraints used are (briefly):
* Minimization of the atomic building block for pattern. In other words it could be a 2x2, 3x2 or 3x3 pattern. * The frequency of color components should be similar in horizontal and vertical dimensions * The frequency of color samples should be consistent with an established theory of human visual perceptional sensitivity [2] . After removing trivial cases the following patterns were selected for evaluation: The left hand layout pattern in Figure 1 Figure 1 ). It has a building block with dimensions 3 by 3 and in common with the 6-sample CFA, has an equal number of each color filter element.
III. METHODS OF COMPARISON
Three different methods were selected to compare these CFAs:
1-4244-0157-7/06/$20.00 C2006 IEEE * Calculation of the average value of color for a local area to compare mosaicked and original images on an image database * Evaluation of errors in the average colors on synthetic patterns * Creation of demosaicking algorithms using neural networks to evaluate their performance Many modern robust demosaicking algorithms use implicit statistical assumptions about possible configurations of small image details. Although they are mostly heuristic they work well for most cases. However, the exceptions are high frequency repetitive patterns where it is impossible to restore all data due to Nyquist limit. In this case the algorithms can misinterpret not only local details but also the mean colors of large areas. The ability to restore mean colors is highly dependent on configuration of CFA layout.
A. Evaluating errors in color on a large image database Due to interference between image repetitive structures and the repetitive pattern of color filer arrays, errors in interpolating color components can accumulate even on areas which are significantly bigger than the demosaicking pattern itself. Using a representative image database it is possible to determine which pattern minimizes the color averaging artifacts on areas bigger than minimal repetitive block of color filter arrays.
The UCID database version 2 from [3] was used to perform the measurements. It contains 1338 uncompressed images. Each image has a size of 512 x 384. The images were captured using a Minolta DiMAGE 5 camera and stored in uncompressed TIFF format. The original size of CCD matrix of Minolta DiMAGE 5 camera is much larger than the final image size and therefore high frequency details are well presented. Thus, it is assumed that the reference images are relatively unaffected by the quality of optical system or the demosaicking algorithm used in this camera. The original images were mosaicked again by selective sampling of the RGB data using the patterns given in Figure 1 for the experiment. Then, the following formula has been used to calculate the average colors for given pixel: The capability to resolve colors by a human will also depend on the output device. We have chosen the maximum volume in order to detect the worst case, i.e. when errors in color restoration would be visible on almost any output device. Another metric used in the evaluation was Normalized Color Difference (NCD). NCD quantifies the perceptual color difference and is defined as follows:
Where L, U, V are lightness and chrominance components of the resultant and original images in CIELUV color space. They are converted from image sRGB samples through CIEXYZ color space. The conversion sequence was the following: sRGB to linear RGB to CIEXYZ to CIELUV.
In total, 1338 images from the database were used to compute MSE and NCD [6] of color components and the number of samples which exceed the bounds of the volume defined in Equation (3) were found. A standard deviation figure was also calculated for both these characteristics. As can be seen from As has been explained, the demosaicking of periodic structures can be the most challenging cases. The CFA has a tendency to interfere with these producing visible artifacts and as a result, false colors appear. In most cases the periodic structures have an artificial origin such as fences, buildings, and so on. In general, any discrete repetitive structure with size of repetitive block Nx M can be written in the form of a Fourier-series as:
I(x, y) = ZCm ei(xn+ym) (5) nnm Where I is the pixel intensity. The structures which can be generated vary significantly and can produce any combination of pixels in a block. This makes exploration of interference more difficult as it requires more computations. To minimize experiment computation time only onedimensional waves were used. They can be represented using the following subspace:
I(x,y) = ei(A x+Bsy+C) (6) As will be shown below this simplification allows easy visualization on two dimensional images. In addition this kind of structures is common in images.
The procedure of visualization can be described as follows: for every a and b with given N and M find maximum difference between windowed average of original image and windowed average of restored (from mosaicked) image. The images illustrate clearly which waves are most difficult for interpolation for given filter and color channel. Only one pattern is asymmetrical with respect to colors. It is classic Bayer array. As can be seen, the green channel has very low interference but red and blue channels are sensitive to horizontal and vertical waves with wavelength of 4 * A, where A is distance between centers of two horizontal or vertical cells. Second and third layouts taken for comparison demonstrate equivalent configuration of errors for every color plane. This is logical as they are symmetric with respect to the permutation of colors.
As can be seen, the most sensitive to low frequency waves is the 6 pixels CFA. Then, for the Bayer CFA errors for low frequencies exist for red and blue channels only (4 green pixels). The diagonal Bayer CFA is ineffective on diagonal waves but it is efficient in both horizontal and vertical directions. The visualization does not provide a quantitative measure of errors in color interpolation; however it demonstrates clearly the weaknesses in the imaging of repetitive structures for each CFA.
C. Utilization ofneural networksfor comparison ofcolor arrays The algorithms used in demosaicking differ depending on the configuration of the CFA. As a result it is difficult to compare the pure performances of different layouts of color filter arrays for demosaicking. Back-propagation linear neural networks can be used to minimize this dependence. Neural nets were selected because it is possible to build a demosaicking algorithm using a training process. The structure of the nets can be the same for all layouts. Only biases will differ. This can possibly give us an assurance that the differences of performance of demosaicking will be not a result of robustness of an algorithm but mainly result of layout of a pattern. Although, use of non-linear neural networks can probably show better performance, simple linear back-propagation neural nets have been chosen as they provide:
* At least one and only one optimum for given training set and a neural net configuration * Due to their simplicity they provide faster learning * The theory of linear methods is already well developed as shown in [7] Alternatively it is possible to use linear regression methods but it was found that the tools available for neural networks provide more control on the process of finding an optimum. The neural network configuration used in the experiments is depicted in Figure 3 . Input images have been split into 6X6 blocks. The size was selected to fit an integer number atomic blocks of each pattern given for evaluation. These blocks have been interpolated by the neural network as a whole. [3] have been processed with color restoring neural nets. Restored images have been compared using MSE and NCD. The summary of the comparison is given in Table 2 . 
